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Social Rhythm Dancing 

in New Zealand 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This leaflet is a simple guideline for Social Rhythm dancing in New Zealand.   

The suggested techniques are taken from the charts Rhythm Dancing  

  “The Technique of Ballroom Dancing by Guy Howard” and “Ballroom Dancing” by Alex Moore. 
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Rhythm dancing is ideal for the beginner and the social dancer. This style of dance has been around 

for many years and is practical for a small area of dance or a crowded floor. Because today we have 

a wide range of music to choose from Rhythm dancing is becoming popular again. It is still a popular 

choice for Social Classes and Wedding Couples. 

The following Charted Technique is only a guideline and Alignments are given as suggested 

alignments. Candidates who wish to sit an Amateur Theory Certificate with NZFDT may be verbally 

examined on the following information and standard figures. 

Time Signature   4/4 Four beats to one bar 

Tempo        

 From 26-42 bars a minute  

Best Slow Tempo 28-32 BPM 

Best Quick Tempo 36-42BPM 

Accented Beats - One and Three or Two and Four 

Slow count - 2 Beats 

Quick Count- 1 Beat 

 

Timing 

 Slow, Slow, Quick, Quick, 1 1/2 Bars of Music 

Slow ,Quick, Quick –Slow ,Quick, Quick 2 Bars of Music 

Hold 

1) Compact – similar to Tango and all figures should be danced in a soft casual manner 

2) For the more advanced dancer the Hold will be the same as described for Ballroom dancers in 

“The Imperial Technique “by Alex Moore 

The Walk  

The walk used is similar to how a person would walk normally except that more thought is given to 

the walk. Weight should be transferred gently from foot to foot.         

The walk should not be danced with stiff legs. The legs and knees should be relaxed. 

There should be a mental attitude of lifting the body onto each step. A lilting movement should be 

used. When dancing slow Rhythm the whole dance should appear more casual than the standard 

dances.  

 

Forward steps may be taken as in a Quickstep walk, with the ball of the foot and then the heel 

skimming the floor so as to take a soft heel lead, or the foot may be kept practically flat  

throughout the dance. ( beginners/social pin dancers). 

 In the backward walk, the ball of the foot meets the floor first, the heel lowering as the moving foot 

passes. 

 Each walk takes 2 beats of music. 

 The feet should be allowed to brush the floor naturally and lightly.  

The steps can be short for the beginner and slightly longer for the advanced dancer. The feet are 

always pointing forward not inwards or outwards. 
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The way rhythm is expressed in the following standard figures is important to give the dance its 

character. In the absence of body swing the dancer needs to show rhythm to the music through the 

use of the knees bending and straightening.  

 

Side Step 

When dancing a side step the whole weight is taken onto the foot first the ball then the heel is 

lowered. 

 

Footwork 

For social dancers the footwork can be ball heel throughout. 

* However for more advanced dancers on all backward steps and side steps the footwork of ball heel 

is used. On fwd steps a soft heel lead is used. A step that is side and slightly forward would have the 

same foot work as a side step i.e. ball heel.  

Rise and Fall 

Rise is not normally used in Rhythm dancing. The rhythmic relaxing and straightening of the knees is 

used instead. 

Advanced dancers may as an alternative wish to exaggerate the strong use of their feet and ankles 

when dancing the side steps and so there will be a feeling of elevation as the side step is taken. This 

is noted in the charts. 

Sway 

When stepping to your right there may be sway a little to the right  

When stepping to your left there may be sway a little to the left. 

The sway is very slight and should not be over exaggerated. 

 

CBM 

 

Contra Body Movement is not detailed in the charts. However CBM would be used in some figures in 

the same manner as the standard Ballroom Dances and would be normally used to initiate turn. At 

this beginner level it is important to know that it is the moving of the opposite side of the body 

towards the stepping foot either forward or backwards.  
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 The Following are standardised figures suitable for Slow Rhythm Dancing. 

1)  Forward Walks and Side Step 

2)  Forward Walks and Side Step Turned to PP 

3)  Quarter Turn to the Right and Left 

4)  Natural Pivot Turn 

5)  Promenade Chasse (Conversation Piece) 

6)  Reverse Pivot Turn 

7)  The side Step 

 
Note the charts are written to keep the technique simple and there is not the normal depth of technique as would be required for the 

standard Ballroom Dances 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Forward Walks and Side Step 

Man: Commence Facing LOD or DW 
 

Step Positions of feet  Alignment  Amount of Turn          Timing 

1 LF fwd Face LOD or DW No turn on figure S 

2 RF fwd   S 

3 LF to side   Q 

4 RF close to LF   Q 

Lady 

 Normal Opposite 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Forward Walks and Side Step turned to PP 
Man: Commence Facing DW 
 

Step Positions of feet  Alignment  Amount of Turn          Timing 

1 LF fwd Face DW No Turn on figure S 

2 RF fwd   S 

3 LF to side   Q 

4 Close RF to LF turning Lady to 

PP 

  Q 

Lady  

 Normal opposite except she will turn ¼ to Right on 3 and 4 to end in PP Facing DC 
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3) Quarter Turn to the Right and Left 
Man: Commence Facing DW  

 

Step Positions of feet  Alignment  Amount of Turn          Timing 

1 LF fwd Facing DW  S 

2 RF fwd Facing DW Start to turn to R S 

3 LF to side Backing Centre 1/8  between 2-3 Q 

4 RF closes to LF Backing DC 1/8  between 2-4 Q 

5 LF to side and slightly back Backing DC  S 

6 RF Back Backing DC Start to turn to L S 

7 LF to side , small step Pointing DW  Q 

8 RF closes to LF Facing DW ¼ Turn to L between 6-8 Q 

 

 

 

Lady 

  

  Step Positions of feet  Alignment  Amount of Turn          Timing 

1 RF back Backing DW  S 

2 LF back Backing DW Start to turn to R S 

3 RF to side Pointing DC  Q 

4 LF closes to RF Facing DC ¼ Turn to R between 2-4 Q 

5 RF to side and slightly fwd Facing DC  S 

6 LF fwd  Start to turn to L S 

7 RF to side  Backing Wall 1/8 to L between 6-7 Q 

8 LF closes to RF Backing DW 1/8  to L between 7-8 Q 

Note  this figure may be danced with step 5 being a backward walk for the man and a corresponding 

fwd walk for the lady in this case the foot work for the lady would change from Ball heel to a soft 

Heel for the forward walk.  

This step may be repeated. 
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4) Natural Pivot Turn 
Man: Commence Facing DW or LOD 

Step Positions of feet  Alignment  Amount of Turn          Timing 

1 LF fwd Facing DW  S 

2 RF fwd Facing DW Start to turn R S 

3 LF to side  Backing DC ¼ between 2-3 Q 

4 RF closes to LF Backing LOD 1/8 between 3-4 Q 

5 LF back Down LOD Still turning to R S 

6 Replace weight fwd on to RF DC Ag LOD  S 

7 Left foot to side  Still turning to R Q 

8 RF closes to LF  End Facing DC  Q 

9 LF back Ag LOD Still turning to  R S 

10 Replace weight forward to RF Facing DW  S 

11 LF to side   Q 

12 RF close to LF Facing DW  Q 

Lady  

Normal Opposite 

 

The first 5 steps are similar to the Natural pivot turn in the Quickstep. 

Note steps 2-4 and 6-8 are the first 3 steps of a Natural Turn. 

Amount of Turn is a complete turn to R over the whole figure. 

 Steps 5 and 9 tend to be more sideways than back and the turn continued on the Ball of the LF for 

man (pivot). The lady’s steps 5 and 9 will be forward between the Mans feet (heel Lead). 
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5) Promenade Chasse (Conversation Piece) 
Man: Commence in PP Facing DW 

 

Step Positions of feet  Alignment  Amount of Turn          Timing 

1 Left foot to side  Along LOD in PP     No Turn throughout S 

2 RF fwd and across in PP   S 

3 LF to side in PP   Q 

4 Close RF to LF in PP   Q 

5 Repeat Steps 1-4   S 

6    S 

7    Q 

8    Q 

9 Repeat steps 1-2   S 

10    S 

11 LF to side Along LOD in PP  Q 

12 RF closes to LF, turn lady 

square 

End facing DW  Q 

Lady  

Normal Opposite except when turning square to regain normal hold on steps 11 and 12.The lady will 

have 1/4  turn to L between 11 and 12 to end Backing DW. 

 

 

Note: this figure as danced in chart is with the couple maintaining Promenade Position throughout 

the figure i.e. the lady facing DC and the man Facing DW. 

An Alternative to this figure would be for both Man and Lady to take steps 1,2,  5,6  ,9,10 Facing LOD 

and then turning to face each other on steps 3 -4, 7-8, giving a ¼ of a turn difference. The 

maintenance of the hold will be harder when this styling is used. 

A good entry to this figure is the Fwd Walks and Side Step or the Quarter turn to the Left could be 

ended in PP facing DW Lady DC. 
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  6) Reverse Pivot Turn 
Man: Commence Facing DW or LOD 

 

Step Positions of feet  Alignment  Amount of Turn          Timing 

1 LF fwd ( Check) Facing DC Turning to  L S 

2 Replace weight back to RF  Still turning L S 

3 LF to side small step   Q 

4 Close RF to LF End Facing AG 

LOD 

 Q 

5 LF fwd( Check) DW Ag LOD  S 

6 Replace weight back to RF Backing Centre  S 

7 LF to side   Q 

8 Close RF to LF End facing DW or 

LOD 

 Q 

Lady Normal Opposite 

 

Note: There is a full amount of turn over steps 1-8. If the amount of turn is difficult for a beginner 

the figure could be repeated until a full turn is completed. 

Step 1 and 5 is a check action. If a pivot is used to achieve amount of turn then RF will then be held 

behind in CBMP the foot work will then be Ball flat on LF instead of a soft heel lead. 

 

 

 

7) The side Steps 
Man: Commence Facing Wall or DW 
 

Step Positions of feet  Alignment  Amount of Turn          Timing 

1 LF to side Along LOD No Turn throughout S 

2 Place or Brush R toe to L Heel 

without weight 

  & 

3 RF to side AG LOD  S 

4 Place or Brush L toe to R Heel 

without weight 

  & 

5 LF to side   Q 

6 Close RF to LF   Q 

Lady  
Normal Opposite 

 

Note: This figure may be repeated and may also be danced in PP. 

The feet will either Brush or place depending on the speed of the music. 

When in PP step 5 for Man will be side in PP and step 6 may be fwd and across in PP. 

Slight rise and lower may be used when stepping to the side. 
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Other Figures than can be danced in Social Rhythm are 

-Chasse Reverse Turn 

-Back Corte 

-Change of Direction 

-Twinkle 

-Box 

The more advanced dancer could also introduce the Outside Spin, Natural Spin Turn, Cross Chasse 

figures from the Quickstep syllabus. 

The technique would then be based on the figure as found in “The Ballroom Technique” by the 

Imperial Society of dancing.  

 

 

 

 
Notes 


